Train-Car Crash Victim Awaits Rescue

Rina Friedweber, 24, a teacher from South Orange, N.J., was trapped in the wreckage of an 11-car freight train that derailed in West Caldwell, N.J., Saturday evening. She was pulled from the wreckage at 10 p.m. and taken to a hospital in Newark. She is expected to survive.

Cleveland Transit Strike Ends

Cleveland, Ohio (AP) - The Cleveland Transit Co., which has been on strike since March 1, ended its strike Saturday night and reached an agreement with the American Federation of Labor, which represents the transit workers. The strike lasted for 46 days and affected thousands of people in the city.

Russian Dinets Detain 2 Officials

VIENNA (WEDNESDAY) (AP) - Russia has detained two officials in Vienna, Austria. The two officials in question are members of the Russian diplomatic mission in Vienna. The reason for their detention is not yet known.

Rita Spirited To Hospital

LAUSANNE, SWITZERLAND (WEDNESDAY) - The Swiss tennis player, Rita, has been hospitalized in Lausanne, Switzerland. She was taken to the hospital after suffering a severe stomach ailment.

880 Accident Deaths Nation's Tragic Toll In 78 Hour Period

The American Red Cross has announced that 880 people died in accidents during a 78-hour period in the United States. The Red Cross is working to help the families of the victims.

Russian Russia Ties Flatter

Despite Increasing U.S. Aid

Belgrade (Marriott) - Marshal Tito has announced publicly that his government is willing to renew negotiations with the United States. This is a significant development in the Yugoslav-Soviet conflict.

Truman Winds Up, Christmas Vacation In Missouri Today

Independence, Mo. (MCT) - President Truman will take a Christmas vacation in Independence, Mo., beginning today. He will return to Washington on Jan. 1.

In Whirl of 'Pickings'

Rival Mob Rival Mob Muscles in on 'Pickings' Scuffle

Rival mob leaders are reportedly trying to muscle in on the 'Pickings' scuffle in Chicago. The situation is likely to escalate, with both sides using violence to gain control.

Russian Rival Rival Mob Muscles in on 'Pickings'

Rival mob leaders are reportedly trying to muscle in on the 'Pickings' scuffle in Chicago. The situation is likely to escalate, with both sides using violence to gain control.

Councilmen Told Councilmen Told Details Of City Manager Plan

Councilmen were presented with details of the city manager plan during a meeting last night. The proposal has been met with mixed reactions.

Russian Russia Ties Flatter

Despite Increasing U.S. Aid

Belgrade (Marriott) - Marshal Tito has announced publicly that his government is willing to renew negotiations with the United States. This is a significant development in the Yugoslav-Soviet conflict.

Truman Winds Up, Christmas Vacation In Missouri Today

Independence, Mo. (MCT) - President Truman will take a Christmas vacation in Independence, Mo., beginning today. He will return to Washington on Jan. 1.
Hawkeyes Meet Oregon In Doubleheader Tonight

Badgers Open With Rutgers
By CHUCK RUDGE

Hawkeye basketball fans will have Oregon, and mighty Big Ten foe, Wisconsin, all day with Rutgers university at the front as Hawkeye basketball opens its four-game home court

The Hawks, hot favorites to meet the Western club, will win the Badgers expected to put on the floor in

Pottvland, five, after the end of the first

Oregon Ducks have won two and lost

The Ducks' starting five will be

PROGAM IN

With Rutgers, as the Ducks split

The Ducks have won two and lost one.
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O
Heating Hazards Cause Fires
In Winter, Fire Chief Warns

December-January and February are the most dangerous months for fires caused by heating hazards, according to Fire Chief Al Detollot.

Fire Chief Detollot warned that with the advent of winter, fires must be anticipated and precautionary measures taken. He pointed out that there are four particularly dangerous places in the home where fires are likely to start:

1. The furnace and its chimney, which should be cleaned and checked at the end of the heating season.
2. The attic, where the wood shingles should be checked and the attic door kept closed.
3. The garage, where the oil-powered garage door opener must be insulated and made safe from combustible materials.
4. The kitchen, where the stove and oven should be checked and the grease traps cleaned.

Chief Detollot recommended that homeowners check their heating systems and take steps to prevent fires. He urged everyone to be alert to the dangers of fire and to take steps to prevent them.
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UNIVERSITY CALENDAR

WINTER HOLIDAY

December 23-January 3

Wednesday, December 23

Thurs., Dec. 24-Mon., Dec. 28

Periods: 8:00-9:50 a.m.; 1:00-2:50 p.m.

NO REGISTRATION

Applications for second semester classes will be accepted until December 23 at 4:00 p.m. in the Office of the Registrar.

HUMANITIES CENTER

Sponsor a Menu on "Teen Culture" for Winter Quarter

The Humanities Center will sponsor a menu on "Teen Culture" for Winter Quarter classes. The menu will be held on Wednesday, January 28, from 4:30-5:30 p.m. in the Humanities Center. Admission is free to students and faculty.

WELCOME TO THE UNIVERSITY

Welcome to the University of Iowa! Whether you are a new student or a returning one, there are many things to do and see on campus. Here are some suggestions for you:

1. Visit Old Main, the heart of the University of Iowa campus.
2. Take a stroll through Exercise Hall, home of the University of Iowa Athletics Department.
3. Check out the University of Iowa Library, the largest library in Iowa.
4. Visit the University of Iowa Museum of Art, featuring a wide range of art from around the world.

The Daily Iowan
SUI Chinese To Get Over $25,000 Grant

Today's Chinese students of SUI will get more than $25,000 to set up university and oratory in the educational pursuits of the SUI. The grant is the result of a recent visit by a group of SUI students to the SUI and its educational facilities. The plans are part of a broader effort to improve the educational standards of the SUI and to promote the welfare of its students.

Truman Strolls with Friend

Two Old Friends Stroll Through the Town: In Independence

Iowa City Coal Dealers Supply Down: SUI Situation 'Not Acute'

Coal supplies to local dealers will last approximately two weeks if no more ships come in as in the weather conditions about the same as in previous years, said Mr. Truman, president of the SUI Coal Dealers Association, Tuesday.

Local dealers generally carry at least a week's supply of coal, but with demand for coal and a waterfront park in Iowa City, local dealers and coal companies are currently operating on a "hand-to-mouth" basis.

Seven Iowa Mines Sign New Contracts

CENTREVILLE (IP) — Frank Wilson, president of the United Mine Workers of America, and seven Iowa counties in the SUI coal dealers association said Tuesday.

Airforce Explodes Mystery About 'Flying Saucers'

WASHINGTON (AP) — The airforce Tuesday exploded the "flying saucer mystery." It said it has submitted five-year investigations of reports of strange disk-like objects soaring along at tremendous speed, but established no such thing.

The report, it said, resulted from "interpretation of government-erected objects, a cloud of hysterical rumors."

The airforce added that it will now审查 a special "project" in the "flying saucers" field by the airforce to investigate reports of unidentified objects.

The airforce is supposed to study the reports "without discovering any facts."